# Growing to Be a Researcher from a Bud of Science

—Japanese Secondary School Students Laureates of "Buds of Science" Prize —  

---

Held in Japanese. 
Consecutive interpretation will be provided in English.  

## Session Organizer: Shinya Miyamoto

### Keywords

- Elementary and Secondary Education  
- Buds of Science Prize  
- Experiences in Science Fields in Childhood  
- Future Scientist

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 09:30-09:50 | **Shinya Miyamoto**  
Buds of Science Prize; Hope of Little Big Scientists |
| 09:50-10:15 | **Ayako Nagahara**  
Challenge to Environmental Issues from the View Point of Chemistry |
| 10:15-10:40 | **Keisuke Yumoto**  
Approach to the Life History of Cicada |
| 10:40-11:00 | Break |
| 11:00-11:25 | **Takahiro Nakanishi**  
My Individuality Found in a Series of my Past Researches |
| 11:25-11:50 | **Naoki Ichiji**  
From the Bud of Science to the Stem of Science |
| 11:50-12:15 | **Megumi Okazaki**  
The Research about Oxidation and Reduction Reaction |
| 12:15-12:30 | Discussion |

---

*Chairs: Kyoichi Sawamura, Satoshi Hamamoto  
University of Tsukuba*  
*Interpreter: Maya Lackie, University of Tsukuba*